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Are you a beginner or have a general sense of Hacking? Do you want to take your hacking skills to

next level?Hacking University: Sophomore EditionÂ is the 2nd volume of "Hacking University" in the

"Hacking Freedom and Data Driven series."The 2nd volume of Hacking University will serve as

aÂ supplemental edition to take your hacking skills and knowledge to the next level. Â However, this

book will still beÂ newbie friendly to anyone who has no hacking experience.Â It is also a GREAT

addition to "Hacking University Freshman Edition"In this edition, we will dive into the controversial

topic of "unlocking" or "jailbreaking"Â certain devices.The book itself contains actual step-by-step

techniques and guides to simplify the hacking process.Â Â Actual code will also be used but don't

worry, the steps provided is very user friendly!Hacking University Freshman Edition has had

tremendous reception, and the SophomoreÂ Edition will build upon that original success!The

following topics are discussed in this book:The history and security flaws of mobile

hackingUnlocking your device from your carrier and various methods of securingÂ mobile and tablet

devicesModding, Jailbreaking, and RootingHow to unlock android and I-phone devicesModding

video game consoles such as Xbox and PlaystationWhat to do with a Bricked devicePC

EmulatorsAnd much more!Hacking University: Sophomore Edition will take your hacking skills to the

next leve and makes easy to build upon the skills you've learned in Freshman Edition. Purchasing

this book will unleash skills and tactics you may not known you have or expand your current

knowledge about hacking.Make sure you get your copy today! Scroll up and hit the buy button to

download now!
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This guide is a good source to keep ourselves safe from all hacking attacks. A vulnerability scanner

proves to be an efficient tool for identifying these vulnerabilities at work or a computer. The

vulnerability scanner is solely designed to access networks, computers and applications and identify

the vulnerabilities in them. Both hackers and use them for finding the weak spots. A cracker will

simply take advantage of them and a hacker will report them to the admin so that they can take care

of them and improve the security.

An excellent book to learn about hacking methodology to hack and unlock some of the the known

device such as mobile,Android devices,Play Station such as ps2,ps3,xbox and xbox 360 through

various easy to follow method. Through this book one can learn about various methods to hack

some useful techniques which can be even performed by a newbie.I would recommend this book if

someone have interest in learning hacking .

Hacking is exploring the technology around us and having fun while doing so. In layman's term,

hacking is not a malicious activity. This book is the definitive guide for building your hacking skill

through a variety of exercises and studies. This book's demonstrations mainly focus on "unlocking"

a variety of devices, which is so cool. I am tech savvy, and I love phones.What is the most exciting

part of this book?I recommend this book because it will help us to be aware of those people that can

be hacking our information. For example: connecting to suspicious FREE Wi-Fi, once we connected

our phone to those Wi-Fi. We are giving them â€‹permission to get our sensitive information.Once

we read this book, I assure you that you will be a security minded or more aware than before.

Hacking is really interesting thing to do. It is hard to study but this will be helpful in future but of

course donâ€™t do it on bad side.This book will teach you and help you understand the basic

principles of hacking and penetration testing. You will be encouraged to become a white hat hacker



simply because it helps businesses and organizations in improving their information security.The

book also contains a detailed instruction that you won't experience any problem while practicing and

honing your hacking skills. After reading this book you will discover the best hacking tools that are

available today. This book is very educational and a good source of information.

This is great book to read. This book will teach you and help you understand the basic principles of

hacking and penetration testing. The author presents the history of mobile hacking, their security

flaws and provides several ways to secure our devices as well as Jailbreaking iOS, Rooting Android

and Modding Video Game Consoles like PS2, PS3 and Xbox 360. That is really great for me. The

author did a great job. I would highly recommended to read this book everyone who wants to know

about hacking. This book will really take your hacking skills to the next level by its user friendly

natures. Great book I highly recommended this book for everyone.

I hope whoever reads this book will use the knowledge they gained responsibly. I believe the author

has no bad intentions in writing this book. I was quite amazed at how powerful hacking skills could

be. From my viewpoint, this book is helpful to help understand how hacking works and what we

should do to prevent our accounts from being hacked. The only way to prevent hackers from their

evil plans is to know how they do it. As the saying goes, "know your enemies" so you can win over.

And this book has taught me how to do that! Some terms are confusing but the author helped me

understand it easier. Good job!

The book is interesting and helpful for me, In today's world, you can pretty much hack anything.

What I like about this book is the fact that it gives you a step by step guide in hacking different types

electronics other than computers. This book talks about hacking mobile devices, game consoles like

xbox, and even tablets. I really like how the author organizes his topics in a clear and concise

fashion. If you know how to hack computers, or even if you don't, I would recommend this book

because of its simplicity. This book is well written and also well formatted thanks.

Okay, this hacking book has surely motivated a part of my curious side. My goal why I grabbed this

book is that I want to know what goes around the minds of hackers. But reading it has given me so

much more. It has given so much info on how one can improve and hone his hacking skills. And

what is worth mentioning is that this book can be both for beginners and those who already know

some things about this activity. One topic I like most is the one on How to unlock android and



I-phone devices. This has been an educational read.
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